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Q switching (QS) and mode locking (ML) are the two main techniques enabling generation of ultrashort
pulses. Here, we report the first observation of pulse evolution and dynamics in the QS-ML transition stage,
where the ML soliton formation evolves from the QS pulses instead of relaxation oscillations (or quasi-
continuous-wave oscillations) reported in previous studies. We discover a new way of soliton buildup in an
ultrafast laser, passing through four stages: initial spontaneous noise, QS, beating dynamics, and ML. We
reveal that multiple subnanosecond pulses coexist within the laser cavity during the QS, with one dominant
pulse transforming into a soliton when reaching the ML stage. We propose a theoretical model to simulate
the spectrotemporal beating dynamics (a critical process of QS-ML transition) and the Kelly sidebands of
the as-formed solitons. Numerical results show that beating dynamics is induced by the interference
between a dominant pulse and multiple subordinate pulses with varying temporal delays, in agreement with
experimental observations. Our results allow a better understanding of soliton formation in ultrafast lasers,
which have widespread applications in science and technology.
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Ultrafast fiber lasers are increasingly used in a variety of
applications, ranging from optical communications to
sensors, medicine, and industry [1–9]. Their success is
partly due to their ability to generate pulses with a wide
range of parameters. Q switching (QS) and mode locking
(ML) are the two main techniques used for pulse generation
[10–14]. QS is a technique of modulation of the quality
factor (Q) of a laser cavity, where a pulse is formed whenQ
is high, thus allowing the stored energy to be released
(lasing). This mechanism enables the formation of pulses
with durations ranging from micro- to nanoseconds and
repetition rates, typically around kilohertz, related to the
lifetime of the gain medium [11]. On the other hand, ML
enables the formation of a pulse by inducing a fixed phase
relation (synchronization) among the oscillating modes of a
laser cavity. Such mode interference leads to the formation
of pulses with durations ranging from tens of picoseconds
to sub-10 fs and repetition rates, typically around mega-
hertz, given by the inverse of the cavity round-trip time
(TR) [12]. Because of their shorter durations and higher
peak intensities, in comparison to the QS pulses, ML pulses
dictate stricter requirements to parameters of laser cavity. A
common technique is a passive ML with an intracavity
pulse (soliton) being shaped through a balance of cavity
dispersion and pulse-triggered nonlinear effects [4,12].
Soliton lasers are being extensively investigated due to
their highly stable operation and excellent pulse quality,
placing them at the heart of ultrafast laser technology
[1,15,16]. However, despite an increasing research effort
dedicated to implementing QS and ML techniques in a
variety of laser configurations [9,17–19], most pulse
evolution and dynamics studies conducted in these systems
are theoretical rather than experimental. Consequently,
little is known about their real-time ultrafast transition
dynamics [20–24].
The time-stretch dispersive Fourier transform (TSDFT)
method is an emerging technique for studies of real-time
transient processes in nonlinear optical systems. Here the
spectrum of a broadband optical pulse is mapped, through
dispersion, into a temporal waveform that can be sub-
sequently digitized and processed in real time [25–31]. The
TSDFT technique has been successfully employed to study
the physical mechanisms of many important nonlinear
phenomena in ultrafast optics. These include the transient
dynamics of soliton molecules [28,32,33], internal motion
of dissipative solitons [34,35], optical rogue waves [36],
soliton explosions [37], and modulation instability in fiber
lasers [38]. More recent experimental observations based
on TSDFT techniques have shown that ML solitons appear
from dominant picosecond fluctuations in a narrowband
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collection of many similar fluctuations [26,33], suggesting
that they are formed from relaxation oscillations [32] and
spectral beating dynamics [26]. However, beating dynam-
ics is observed in the spectral domain only [26,32], and a
theoretical model describing the physical mechanisms
governing such dynamics is still missing.
By subtly designing the laser cavity and its components,
here we report the first direct observation of soliton
formation dynamics and its evolution in the transition
phase from QS to ML. Using a TSDFT technique, we
observe a new soliton buildup process, where solitons are
generated via QS rather than from relaxation oscillations
(or quasi-continuous-wave oscillations) as previously
reported [26,32]. A schematic diagram of the transition,
its conceptual representation, and experimental evidence
are depicted in Figs. 1(a)–1(c), respectively. Four transition
stages are shown, starting from initial spontaneous noise,
successively experiencing QS, beating dynamics, and ML.
Moreover, we propose a theoretical model to simulate the
soliton formation through beating dynamics in both spec-
tral and temporal domains.
The experimental setup, containing a fiber laser oscillator
and a TSDFT setting, is shown in Fig. 2. We use a ring-
configured oscillator composed of a polarization-insensitive
carbon nanotube saturable absorber (CNTSA), a 3.5-m-long
birefringent erbium-doped fiber (EDF), ∼8.5 m of single-
mode fiber (SMF), and a hybrid combiner (WTI) (composed
of a wavelength division multiplexer, a tap coupler, and an
isolator). The EDF, with 6 dB=m absorption at 980 nm, is
used as a gain medium. The WTI is used to ensure the
unidirectional operation as the laser output and as the
input for the pump [provided by a laser diode (LD)].
The oscillator has a fundamental frequency (repetition rate)
of ∼16.956 MHz, corresponding to a TR ∼ 58.975 ns. The
real-time and time-averaged spectral data are recordedwith a
high-speed real-time oscilloscope via a photodetector (PD)
and an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA), respectively. The
TSDFT technique is implemented by temporally stretching
the pulses through a 5.1-km-long dispersion-compensating
fiber (DCF) with a dispersion of ∼ − 160 ps=ðnmkmÞ.
The QS-ML transition phase is quite sensitive to the
characteristics of CNTSA and the laser cavity length Lcavity.
Here, Lcavity ≈ 12 m and the CNTSA film has a modulation
depth of ∼10% and a nonsaturable loss of ∼60%. When
Lcavity > ∼25 m, the QS-ML transition vanishes, while the
multisoliton operation appears. When the modulation depth
and the nonsaturable loss of CNTSA are ∼12% and ∼50%,
respectively, the relaxation oscillation occurs instead of QS.
To achieve the QS-ML transition phase, therefore, the laser
cavity together with CNTSA has to be designed accurately.
Figure 1(c) shows the experimental results recorded over
the entire buildup process of solitons from spontaneous
noise to ML via QS. The pump power is connected to the
laser cavity at time T ¼ 0. The population inversion
increases in the gain medium when 0 < T < ∼6.7 ms
(TS in Fig. 1). The photon number defined by the quantum
field fluctuations initially remains low [10]. Stimulated
emission becomes dominant afterwards, resulting in
FIG. 1. Buildup process of solitons via QS. (a) Schematic
diagram showing the transition from initial noise to QS, follow-
up beating dynamics, and ML. TS, start-up time; TR, round-trip
time of laser cavity; TQ, time delay between two adjacent QS
pulses (i.e., lasing spikes). (Inset) Time enlargement of ML stage.
The pumping strength (red curve) increases rapidly (∼0.1 ms)
and remains constant afterwards. (b) Conceptual representation
of the four soliton buildup stages. The QS pulse is 3–4 orders of
magnitude longer than the ML soliton. Multiple pulses coexist
during the beating dynamics stage, with one dominant pulse
evolving into a soliton in the stable ML stage. (c) Experimental
results of the entire buildup process of laser solitons. The time
interval marked with red M is shown in detail in Fig. 3. The QS
stage is characterized by many (e.g., ∼5 × 105 here) lasing spikes
compared to a few (e.g., six in Ref. [32]) in the relaxation
oscillation stage. Arbitrary units is denoted by a.u.
FIG. 2. Experimental setup containing a fiber laser oscillator for
generating ML solitons via QS and a TSDFT setting for real-time
measurements.
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generation of QS pulses. Note that the spacing between two
adjacent pulses, TQ ≈ 0.12 ms, is uniform in the QS stage.
In contrast, the spacing is nonuniform in Refs. [10,32],
which is clear evidence of relaxation oscillations. A QS
stage usually lasts for tens of seconds [∼1 min . in
Fig. 1(c)] with the pulsing period being random.
Conversely, the relaxation oscillations with lasing spikes
last less than 1 ms [32]. The comparison and differences
between the QS and relaxation oscillations are presented in
Fig. S1 in the Supplemental Material [39]. We have found
that both TS and TQ are dependent on the pump power,
shown in Fig. S2 in the Supplemental Material [39].
We analyze the shot-by-shot experimental data by
segmenting the TSDFT recorded time series with a TR ¼
58.975 ns periodicity. The time interval M in Fig. 1(c) is
redrawn as a spectrotemporal picture, shown in Fig. 3. The
x axis in this plot depicts the time within a single round-trip
(i.e., from 0 to 58.975 ns), while the y axis shows the
dynamics across consecutive round-trips. Multiple subna-
nosecond pulses with different peak powers coexist in the
cavity during this stage, as shown in Fig. 4(d) and Fig. S3
(see Supplemental Material [39]).
The A region in Fig. 3 (i.e., QS-ML transition phase) is
magnified in Fig. 4(a) and further magnified in Fig. 4(b)
(B region), in order to see clearly the beating pattern. Kelly
sidebands do not appear during the first 40 round-trips [see
Fig. 4(b)] of the QS-ML transition phase. They pop up
together with the beating pattern. Multiple sidebands grow
gradually and simultaneously. These features are character-
istic of solitons [6]. They are not formed at the early stage
of the transition phase, although the QS pulses exist at this
stage as Fig. 4(b) shows. This process is depicted in
Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) for cross sections marked at 34.44 ns
along the x axis and K along the y axis in Fig. 4(a). A
modulation pattern, which is a result of beating dynamics,
FIG. 3. Experimental real-time data of the soliton buildup
process in the QS-ML transition phase, corresponding to the
time interval M in Fig. 1(c). The shot-by-shot experimental data
before and after the transition phase illustrate the temporal and
spectral information, respectively. The intensity profile of pulses
(z axis) evolves along with the round-trips (y axis) and the
intracavity time (x axis). The blue projection on the y and z plane
shows the intensity profile along with the round-trips, with a
close-up (marked as range A) shown in Fig. 4 for details.
FIG. 4. Details of the transition phase from QS to ML.
(a) Magnification of the region A in Fig. 3. (b) Magnification
of the region B in (a), showing a detailed beating pattern and
the growth of Kelly sidebands. (c) The cross section of x axis in
(a) at 34.44 ns intracavity time. (Inset) Beating dynamics
magnification. (d) The cross section of y axis in (a) at the
round-trip K. It shows the competing of the dominant pulse with
multiple subordinate pulses denoted as P1–P6. (e) Optical
spectrum of solitons recorded by OSA (red curve) and an
exemplary single-shot spectrum (black curve) recorded by our
high-speed real-time oscilloscope (TSDFT setting), correspond-
ing to the last frame in (a).
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can be seen in the inset of Fig. 4(c). Multiple subnano-
second pulses appear at the QS stage, as shown in Fig. 4(d)
and in Fig. S3 of the Supplemental Material [39], with one
dominant pulse eventually evolving into a stationary soliton
in the ML stage [Fig. 4(a)]. Using the TSDFT technique,
femtosecond pulses can be broadened to nanosecond
pulses, while pulses over tens of picoseconds are hardly
broadened [32]. As a result, subnanosecond pulses do exist
in the first 40 round-trips in Fig. 4(b), while femtosecond
ML solitons appear only in the subsequent round-trips. A
full animation of this evolution in the real-time exper-
imental observation of the QS-ML transition phase is
shown in the video of the Supplemental Material [44].
Figure 4(e) shows the soliton optical spectrum (red
curve) and an exemplary single-shot spectrum (black
curve), recorded by the OSA and the high-speed real-time
oscilloscope, respectively. The two curves (including Kelly
sidebands) are consistent, giving a Δλ ¼ 35 nm bandwidth
for the optical spectrum mapped (stretched) over a Δt ¼
28.6 ns time spacing. The mapping relation between
spectral and temporal domains can be expressed as Δt ¼
jDjLΔλ [29,32], whereD is the dispersion parameter and L
is the length of the DCF, with D ∼ −160 ps=ðnmkmÞ and
L ∼ 5100 m (see Fig. 1) in our experiments. If the TSDFT
technique is not used, the beating phenomenon and Kelly
sidebands cannot be discovered, just as in the previous
report [32].
To better understand the soliton dynamics and its
formation, we perform numerical simulations based on a
round-trip circulating-pulse method [40]. To discover the
beating behavior, we consider the influence of the nonlinear
refractive index defined by the second term of Eq. (1),
which can cause the temporal delays of pulses. We use a
modified nonlinear Schrödinger equation (MNSE) for
simulating a propagating pulse through an optical fiber,






















Here A, λ0, c, and γ represent the pulse electric field
envelope, its central wavelength, the speed of light in
vacuum, and the fiber cubic refractive nonlinearity, respec-
tively. β2 and β3 are the fiber second- and third-order
dispersion coefficients, respectively. To simplify the
MNSE, a frame of reference moving with the pulse at
the group velocity vg is used by making the transformation
T ¼ t − z=vg [41], where t and z are the time and the
propagation distance variables, respectively. We use g ¼
g0 expð−Ep=EsÞ to describe the EDF gain (note that g ¼ 0
for SMF), where g0 is the small-signal gain coefficient, Ep
is the pulse energy, and Es is the gain saturation energy
[40,41]. In our simulations, we start with an initial small
signal as noise background, as shown in Fig. S5 in the
Supplemental Material [39]. This initial signal is nearly 8
orders of magnitude weaker than the stable soliton. To
match the experimental conditions, we use the following
parameters: Ωg¼ 40 nm, β3 ¼ 0.3 ps3=km, λ0 ¼ 1565 nm,
Es ¼ 90 pJ; β2 ¼ 13.5 ps2=km and γ ¼ 1.8 W−1 km−1 for
EDF; β2 ¼ −21.7 ps2=km and γ ¼ 1 W−1 km−1 for SMF.
The spectral and temporal evolutions of soliton forma-
tion are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). The stable solutions at
700 round-trips are shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) in the
spectral and temporal domains, respectively. Our numerical
model clearly reveals the spectral beating behavior and
FIG. 5. Numerical simulations revealing the soliton formation
through beating dynamics. (a) Spectral and (b) temporal evolu-
tions in the soliton buildup process. The phenomena of spectral
beating and Kelly sidebands are clearly seen. Multiple (two in this
case) subordinate pulses play key roles in the beating pattern. The
disappearance of subordinate pulses will terminate the beating
dynamics described as auxiliary-pulse ML in Ref. [26]. (c) Spec-
tral and (d) temporal profiles of stationary solitons.
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Kelly sidebands [see Fig. 5(a)]. Like in the experimental
observations, spectra are narrow and no Kelly sideband
appears at the early stage of beating dynamics (below 100
round-trips). They broaden rapidly afterwards with Kelly
sidebands increasing simultaneously. The sidebands are
asymmetrical due to the third-order dispersion term β3
[see Eq. (1)]. The numerical results are in good agreement
with the experimental observations shown in Fig. 4(b).
To simplify MNSE, the EDF birefringence is omitted
in Eq. (1).
Our numerical simulations confirm that the beating
pattern phenomenon originates from the interference of
multiple pulses with varying temporal delays induced by
the nonlinear refractive index and the dispersion. The
second term in Eq. (1) plays an important role in the
occurrence of the beating pattern, which can induce varying
pulse delay. The spectral amplitude can be obtained, via
Fourier transform, from the temporal amplitude of all the
pulses accompanied by their respective temporal delays. As
a result, the pattern in the spectral regime demonstrates the
beating behavior. Numerical results show that beating
dynamics occurs in the region from ∼40 to 170 round-
trips [see Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)], due to the temporal delays of
these pulses. A dominant pulse is seen together with
multiple (two in this case) subordinate pulses during the
beating dynamics process, with the disappearance of the
subordinate pulses terminating such process. The dominant
pulse has a relatively low power and large duration during
the early stage (∼40–80 round-trips) of the buildup
process [see Fig. 5(b)], corresponding to a sharp Fourier
transformed spectral peak with narrow bandwidth [see
Fig. 5(a)]. Such pulse then increases its power and shortens
its duration along with the round-trips and simultaneously
reduces its spectral peak and broadens its spectral band-
width. After ∼170 round-trips, the two subordinate pulses
die away [see Fig. 5(b)] and the spectral beating pattern
vanishes [see Fig. 5(a)].
The numerical calculations show that both the nonlinear
refractive index and the dispersion can cause the time delay
of respective pulses. When the nonlinear refractive index is
excluded from Eq. (1), the beating pattern [see Fig. 5(a)]
will be weakened and blurred. In this case, the numerical
results deviate from the experimental observations.
In conclusion, by using a TSDFT technique, we reveal
the real-time soliton buildup process in the ultrafast laser
cavity that transforms the initial spontaneous noise into
stable ML (via QS). We experimentally observe, for the
first time to our best knowledge, the single-shot dynamics
and evolution of solitons from QS to ML transition phase.
A new way of soliton buildup in lasers is discovered, where
solitons are generated by ML via QS, rather than from
relaxation oscillations or quasi-continuous-wave oscilla-
tions as previously reported [26,32]. It is revealed that
multiple subnanosecond pulses coexist in the laser cavity
during the QS stage, with one dominant pulse transitioning
into a soliton of the stable ML stage. We propose a
theoretical model to reveal the soliton formation through
the QS-ML transition phase (characterized as beating
dynamics), thus validating the experimental results. The
numerical results show that a dominant pulse together with
multiple subordinate pulses induces the spectral beating
dynamics, which plays the key role in the buildup process of
solitons. Both theoretical and experimental results confirm
that the beating behavior is an inevitable phenomenon in the
formation of mode-locked lasers [26,32,39]. Our findings
open new perspectives for ultrafast transient dynamics and
pathways of pulse evolution and will bring new insights into
the design and application of lasers.
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